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existing CRISP reports.
Jay N. Marx
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I. Introduction

The measurement of the proton-proton total cross section

(a ) and its dependence on the energy in the center of mass

(/s) constitutes a critical test of our ideas of the asymptotic

behavior of the strong interactions. The recent observations

of a rising a at ISR energies makes it important that we further

investigate this phenomena at Isabelle energies. Some represen-

tative models and their predictions are listed below:

1. Simple Regge Pole models with Fomeron dominance in

the high energy region predict o = A where A is a constant.

2. Regge Pole and cut models predict that

-a N

b + in ^s/so; J so that, for example, g = 50.6mb

at 80Tev lab equivalent energy.1

3. Complex Regge Pole models predict for the S dependence at

very high energies: oT = A - B cos ( In S + D) where S, B,

C, D are constants.

4. Field Theoretical Models which saturate the Frorssart

bound predict oT = A + B (In s/s o)
2. A fit to the ISR results'

gives a = 52.2mb at SOTev.
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There are, of course, many other models which predict a

different energy dependence for oT and which begin from vastly

different points of view as to the fundamental dynamics of the

strong interactions. A measurement of oT to 1# accuracy and

its S dependence would be a significant step in limiting the

range of acceptable models.

II Measurements of the Total Cross Section

Basically there are three methods for measuring the total

cross section with colliding beams. The first requires the de-

tection of all interactions occuring in an intersection region;

the second involves a measurement of the attenuation of the beams

due to their mutual interactions; the third determines the total

cross section from the elastic scattering cross section and the

optical theorm. In each case one measures a rate and normalizes

to the luminosity. Thus* in order to measure <?T to better than

1# one needs to measure the luminosity to at least this accuracy.
and

MethodsA limitations for determining the luminosity will be discussed

later in this report. In the following we assume that the inter-

section regions have calibrated luminosity monitors.

A. Measurement of 0 from the Total interaction Bate:

The total cross section can be determined tram the total

interaction rate (R) and the luminosity (L): cfT * H

where R Is determined by surrounding intersection region

as nearly as is possible with detectors.
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7ne general layout for such an experiment end! details of

a possible detector and beam pipe** is shown in Figures 1

and 2. In order to have high efficiency, good time resolu-

tion and low deadtime, all detectors should toe scintillation

counters. There would tie two sets of concentric ring counters

(A) at small angles (0.5 to 5.0 mrad) and two more sets (3)

at moderate angles {5.0 to 50.0 urad). These counter rings

are in two sets in order to be able to cover the wide angular

region required by the large energy range of the machine

{20-200GeV/c) with reasonably size* counters. The remaining

solid angle is covered by two additional layers of counters

(C).

The aln&num angle detected by A Is dictated by the

requirement that not too many small angle elastic scatters

by lost. If the forward -elastic cross section is given by

do , A A _10t

2f 4 w e then all but lab of <*T is detected if counters

A cover angles corresponding to t * -0*01GeV/c , At 2QQGe¥/e

this corresponds to © ^ ^ « O.Snrad* Thus th« inner ring

would circle the 5cm beam pipe at & distance of 50m. This

requirement determines the length of the free space needed

in the intersection region.

An extrapolation error of 20£ to t > -O.OlGsV/c

corresponds to an error of 0.5# in determining oT.counter

arrays A and B are made of concentric rings In order to

simplify such an extrapolation. This correction can also be

aade with results from the small angle scattering experiment.
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The requirements of Isabclle for such an experiment follow:

1* Variable beam momentum ftom the injection energy to the

maximum.

2. Beams colliding at the maximum angle to keep the length

of the intersection region small,, This is required so that

reasonably sized detectors could be used to surround the

interaction region.

3. A moderate B so that the becun divergence is small enough

to allow a free space of 50m on either side of the intersec-

tion region and so that the luminosity is limited to avoid

rate problems in the detectors.

4. 100 meters of magnet free straight section.

5. Negligible beam tails to minimize rate problems in the

small angle detectors.

These requirements result in a (5'ten; long intersection region
Mr

and a beam size of 6.3 x 3mm for a intersection angle of 20a&.

The lieam divergence Is 250ur and the counting rate is 3 x ICP per

second assuming 10 ataps in each beam.

We note that in such an intersection region* the beam-gas

bacKground is less than 1$ of the beam-beam rate for a luminosity

of 10 * cm sec" with a vacuum of 10" mm Hg» From the point

of view of counting rate, the experiment could tolerate lower

luminosity* but a serious reduction of the luminosity below this

value without a comparable improvement in the vacuum would soon

limit the accuracy due to beam-gas background. A luminosity sub-

stantially higher than lO^1 cm"2 sec"1 could begin to result in

accidental and deadtime problems due to the large collision rate
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and multiplicity. Since the experiment is set up to measure only

the total interaction rate, there are no obvious advantages to

. horizontal or vertical crossing. The momentum spread of the

heams has no effect on the measurement beyond the constraint of

an Intersection region with the specified characteristics. Bunch-

ing of the beams can only increase rate problems with no benefit

since this measurement has luminosity to spare.

It is difficult to estimate the dwell time of an experiment

In a new facility but thi'; experiment should probably tie up a

crossing region only for several months. The detectors are simple

and the rate is high. In addition the requirements of Isabelle

should be fairly straight forward. Most probably the most time

consuming and difficult part of the determination of cT will be

the determination of the luminosity in the S$> - l.Q# range.

b. Measurement of oT from the Forward Elastic Cross Section

a Is measured as a by-product of the small angle scat-

tering experiment. If one measures the rate of elastic

scatters as a function of t, the optical theorm can be used

to determine a.
j" 1 dR 1

where L is the luminosity, R the rate of elastic scatters

and a the ratio of the real to imaginary parts of the for-

ward scattering; amplitude-. This formula assumes spin

Independence of the elastic cross sections at small angles.

Measurements at conventional accelerators* seem to bear

out this assumption, but this low energy result must be
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taken over to Isabelle energies. The ratio of real to Imagin-

ary parts, at will also be determined from the smell angle

scattering experiment from an observation of the interference

of the nuclear scattering amplitude with the essentially real

coulomb amplitude. It should be noted, however, that spin

dependent and real part contibutions can only increase the

apparent o so that this method determines an absolute upper

litr.it to a .. In addition, this method depends on the lumino-

sity in a weaker fashion than the other methods to determine

a » and for a fixed number of events one obtains a statistical

error which is 5QJ& of that for the direct methods of measuring

a. The detector and beam requirements for this experiment

are both severeand specialized. They are discussed in detail

In another report,

c. Measurement of a, from the Beam Attenuation Rate
i

The highest luminosities to be achieved at Isabelle

cm sec ) result in an attenuation of the protons

beams by —8# per day for a total cross section of 50mb. In

order to measure a from this attenuation a subtraction must

be made for losses other than beam-beam interactions (eg. beam-

gas and beam-wall loss). For a pressure of 10 mm Hg, for

example, the beam-gas loss is about 25# of the beam-beam rate.

Thus it seems rather difficult to measure o . to the order

of 1# from a measurement of the beam attenuation over long

periods of time. ,
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An alternative approach has been suggested which allows

the measurement of she t term beam attenuation due to beam-beam

interactions with a s.jnal to noise ratio of >99jt> and which clearly

separates beam-beam from other sources of attenuation. If one

beam is caused to sinusoidally sweep across the other beam by a

magnetic deflection system, the beam attenuation due to beam-beam

interactions is periodic with the driving frequency of the deflec-

tion system while other losses are approximately constant fn time.

By use of a high permeability toroid around the stationary beam,

the sinusoidal beam loss can be detected as an AC component in

the induced EMF in the toroid (Fig. 3} By phase locking techniques

the beam-beam loss of 1/10 per second can be detected and a sig-

nal to noise ratio of better than 99# can be achieved in only a

few seconds sampling time. These conclusions are based on a detec-

tion system which is not optimized, a driving frequency of 5KC,

and a noise level of lmV in the system. As with other methods of

measuring o » the luminosity must be measured. Collective beam

loss effects may be understood and corrected for by a series of

measurements at different luminosities since such effects vary

with the luminosity.

As with the other methods of measuring ar the attenuation

method requires a correction for scatters which do not result in

protons leaving the fceam phase space. In this case, this

correction can be determined in a way analogous to classical

•a measurements by the transmission method. For a given set of s

functions there is a minimum scattering angle above which a

scattered proton leaves the beam before reaching the toroid.
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In principle the determination of this angle is a straight for-

ward calculation in beam dynamics since one need not consider mach

ine resonances which take more than a fraction of a turn in order

to remove a scattered particle from the beam. By varying the

functions one could perform the equivalent of the classical total

cross section measurement where the limit of a -» • is analogous

to the extrapolation to zero solid angle.

The correction for small angle scatters remaining in the beam

can be made with data from the experiment on elastic scattering

so that, this attenuation measurement can be performed using the

highest luminosity. Thus, for example, a quassi colliniear region

withfi , S H <.7m could give a luminosity of 10
3 cm" sec .

Beam shapes, divergence, and momentum spread should be such as

to maximize the luminosity. There is no preference for vertical

or horizontal crossing. Bunching of the beams to increase lumi: o-

sity Is probably not a good idea in this case as it results_in

an additional periodic signal being injected into the system.

If, however, it is found desireable to measure the attenuation

for different functions and luminosities to be able to correct"

for small angle and collective effects the requirement of the

machine are more varied. However, one could consider the toroi-

dal detector as a permanent facility since it does not tie up an

intersection region. Then, whenever the machine runs with a

particular luminosity orS of interest, the attenuation can be

measured so that eventually the data for making the connections

can be accumulated. In fact, even if this were not necessary

the dwell time of this detector should be indefinite as it can
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provide a measurement of the luminosity once aT has been measured.

This point will be elaborated later in this report.

d. Measurement of the Nucleon-Nucleon Total Cross Section

Ratio
7

For completeness we mention a suggestion for measuring

nucleon-nucleon total cross section ratios with colliding

deuteron beams by looking at spectator nucleon coincidences

with scintillation counters. A coincidence between two counters

where two spectator protons are expected would signify the

occurrence of an n-n interaction. Similarly a coincidence

between two neutrons along the beam directions would signify

a pp collision while pn (np) collisions would be monitored

by np (pn) spectator coincidences. Typically spectators would

have 1/2 the deuteron momentum with an angle 0 s •2/P<j GeV/c

which is lmr for p, = 200G&V deuterons. A schematic detec-

arrangement is shown in Figure 4.

III. Determination of the Luminosity

Many experiments with colliding beams•require rather precise

measurements cf the luminosity. These experiments are of two

general classes, those which measure absolute reaction rates

(eg., total cross sections) and those which require relative lumino-

sity measurements in order to normalize a series of runs (eg.

studies of the S dependence in a particular reaction.) The prob-

lem of luminosity measurement is a serious one in that such a

measurement way limit the accuracy of a particular experiment.

The luminosity of the intersecting beams is defined by the

expression for the interaction rate for a particular channel
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with crocs section a* ', N* - l>a* where Ni is the rate and L the

luminosity. The luminosity can also be expressed in terms of

the properties of the intersecting beams', thus the luminosity

for a horizontal crossing at angle a is given by

e c tan / H where H is the vertical overlap integral

of the two beams whose currents are I, and

J 0! (x) p2 (x) dx where Jp2 dx = 1

For 0° crossing the luminosity per unit length is given by

dL = 1 ^2 1 = J p ( x > y) (X^yj d x d y

dZ e c A where x *

J Pi o (x*y) dxdy = l.i. is the two dimension normalized beam

density overlap integral. ..

Thus we- see that the luminosity can' be determined by two

general methods: first by measuring the reaction rate in a chan-

nel whose cross section can be calculated or independantly

measured to the desired accuracy; second by determining the beam

characteristics, specifically the currents and overlap integrals.

As will be discussed below, luminosity measurements may require

rather seveie or unusual conditions in an intersection region in

order to optimize the results, but this is not, in turn, a cons"fc

raint on the types of intersection regions which can be used

for experiments whose results depend on the luminosity. If the
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luminosity of any special intersection region is know and the

rate for any arbitrary, convenent reaction is measured in that

region, then the luminosity at any other region can be established

by a measurement of that same rate. In this way one constructs

calibrated luminosity monitors.

In the following we describe several methods for determining

the luminosity in order to illustrate the range of machine require-

ments that are needed for these approaches. In some cases we

will see that the machine requirements are so severeas to rule

out the feasibility of a particular approach,

a. The Van der Meer Method

For two beams of current 1^ and 3^ crossing at an average

angle of 9, the luminosity can be written

h
tan (e/2) w

If one measures the beam currents by either induction or by

observing gas scattering at a point away from the interaction

region, then a determination of H constitutes a measure of the

luminosity. H is the vertical overlap integral of the two beams

I = I PA (X) pB (X) dxjwhere J pAB (X) dx = 1

Van der Meer considers a relative measurement of the interaction

rate as a function of 6, the vertical separation of the two beams

R (6) - c . .1 pA (X) pB (X + 6) dx R (0) = C/H

T h
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To determine C we measure the area of the curve R (6)

J R (a) da = c J da J pA (X) pB (X + a) dx - C . J d X pA (X)«

J d X pB (X + fl) since pA (X), PB(X) are normalized to unit

area J R (a) da = C. Thus 1/fc = R(0)/ J R(a) da

This calculation assumes the independence of beam shape

and detection efficiency on the displacement a. The shape changes

only if the betatron function is locally modified by a beam

displacement. The Van der Meer method has been used at the

ISR with an accuracy of 2$ where the uncertainty is due to
rq

the uncertainty in 6 . This method may be pushed to the level

of 1$ accuracy but one must be careful to worry about changes in

the beam characteristics (shape, emittance) during the displace-

ment. In addition it is inconvenient to measure the luminosity

continually in this way because of the duty cycle factor intro-

duced.

b. Using the Intersection of a High g and Low $ Beams

This method for determining the luminosity requires

^ the intersection of two beams, one with low g and the other

with high p, at a finite crossing angle. Consider, for
: instance, the intersection of a beam with 0, - 1 meter (dia-

meter d^ **» O^ram)^ at the crossing angle 6 of .03 radians.

The intersection will look as in Figure 5. The intersec-

tion region is « 50cm long which is reasonable. In the

approximation $^ «*: p2
 t n e luminosity will be given by
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e
1 - ^S. ' 1

' xi ay sine"

« 1.3 x 10 Ijlg ^sine

which for I, = Ip = 15 amps gives

3°L « 6.5 x 10'
the

FromA equation above we note that L Is not depen&snt (to

first order) on the size or shape of the low 0 tjeasa. It

is dependent only on the currents (which can be accurately

determined) and on the a2^/ay of the high 0 learn. Now this

gig/ay can be determined by displacing the low @ bean verti-

cally and noting the counting rate R(y) as a function of

this displacement (y)

(at y - 0) =

^ 1 ikii
e c sine

This, of course, is the old Van der Meer method the two beams

have approximately the same diameter. The trouble arises

when one be&m is displaced vertically to obtain B{y).

There is no way of assuring that the vertical distribution

of the displaced beam does not change as a function of its

displacement. When the two beams are of similar size such

variations have only a second-order effect. A change in nesn

diameter of the low g beam by a factor e of 10^ will only cause

a change in J R (y) <jy Of (dj/d^g or 0.3#. Ten percent
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SCCRS a conservative estimate for c since larger changes

eeuld fee observant and aeaswred. Errors In current weasure-

sent eoyld toe ©ade negligible &nd thus this method eoald

give luminosities to the order of G,3# accuracy.

c. J&llftj^ify,,^

As discussed earlier in the report, the total bean-beam

interaction rate can be measured by siiwsoldally sweeping one

•beam across the other and by using phase locking techniques

to extract the AC component of the voltage indu&ed in a

toroidal beaa. monitor. It was suggested that.saeh * neasure-

aent when combined with an independent Iwninosity aeasaressent

could fce itsed to dettraine a». Of eourse, we can tarn this

ftrgsesent •©» its head, once or i* tosown this method can be

used to »eas*ire the luminositw. In fact, even without a know-

ledge of «., this approacii can give use useful method for

monitoring the relative luminosities at different tines for

the same machine energ&r or in an energy range where o varies

by less than the accuracy needed in the luminosity, The :dce

feature about this approach is that it requires no special

apparatus in the intersection region to constrain experiments.

It can oe used to periodically recalibrate luminosity monitors.

d. ^RasjurejgentLofthe^CouJoffi^

As is well known* at sufficiently low values of t {t <

.002 GeV/c) ) the differential cross section for P-P is domin-

ated by coulomb scattering
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- ?.'6 I ">"* mb/GeV2

coulomb t

where t =» Ej, Eg fl-cos d)

If one could study the small t region with sufficient resolu-

tion, this calculable- cross section can be used to calibrate

the luminosity. Unfortunately, as will be shown* this idea

Imposes prohibitive constraints on the angular aivergence of

the colliding beans, let us assume that one wishes a \%

©ensure of the luminosity.

& dg/dt/do/dt » 2& t/t - 1#

thus one must determine & t/t to O.5Jf. From the relation

between t, E1, Eg, and 0

& t/t - 2 L v"ir / + I T * y J » 2.5 x 10"3

Ej. * Eg 200 GeV and t « ,001.(CeV/c)2, for example, corres-

pond to 9 * 0.15 mr. Thus the largest tolerable beam diver-

gence is & 8 < .4 fir. This requirement is prohibitive. In

fact a great deal of beast gyrations are required to limit

the divergence to the 25 iur required for the study of the low

t nuclear elastic scattering at ISABELIE.

e. Couloab Dissociation of N 11236)

In the reaction p+p -> p+p A -» N TT+ where the A is pro-

ducted in the coulomb field of one of the protons, the momen-

tut impulse required is m ig - ig m 3 KeV/z ^ terms

2 P
of an Impact parameter b > -h/5L - 0.7A° so we see that the
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interaction occurs so tar from the proton that we may

regard it as a point particle and neglect both the strong

interactions and the contribution of the proton magnetic

moment to the electromagnetic interaction. Since the

coulomb photons are quite near the mass shell, the cross

section for the coulomb production of deltas can be deter-

mined, by measuring low energy delta photoproduction. Gobbi

and Rosen estimate a cross section for coulomb production

of the A(1236) of about O.i M-b which gives 100 events/sec

for a luminosity of 10^ cm sec . This reaction produces

a forward going neutron of average energy 150 GeV and a 17*
at about 4 mr with ho Gev of energy. One could measure the
IT with a classic spectrometer and the neutron direction

and energy in a calorimeter with a matrix of detection

elements. This method is limited by the accuracy of the

low energy photoproduction experiment and by background.

It is proposed to suppress the 40 mb of strong interaction

backgrounds with veto counters and kinematic constraints.

Out of this cross section there is 100 ixb of H ir+ diffrac-

tive production by Pomeron exchange. Shis background is

eliminated by kinematics, Exchanges of trajectories other

than the Pomeron are expected to be greatly suppressed at

Isabelle energies.

e. Electron Pair Production in P-F Collisions
12

Budnev, et al. have suggested the use of the re-

action PJ-P «• F*Bfe++e~ in the appropriate kinematic region

in order to measure luminosity. In the region of small
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lc»ton i*our-no:r.untujn the protons in the final state do not

leave the beam, 'fere, the cross section is dominated by

diagrams of the sort studied by Brodsky and which can be

calculated from pure QED to accuracies of 1/lCr (Fig. 6).

Diagrams involving strong vertices contribute only at the
h

level of 1/10 . Sadiative corrections, which depend on

the details of the method of detection, can be ignored at

the 1$ level. At the level of G.l# they must only be cal-

culated to 10%.

The kinematic region of interest is the region of pro-

ton scattering angles < g2. -. 2 y,r. For this region the
cross section for p*p •* p*p e**+e"" from QED is calculated

to be

"e *V
where 6 is a parameter which defined the region of phase

space to be considered: I 2 I < w24 where « 2 * 4 "i^p,

WIW2 = ener£y l o s s *>y protons. For a = .1, for example,

the cross section is a > lrab. The kinematics of the electron

pairs is as follows: if £ is the sum of the electron

energies

E » 200 Gev

dN me E ,r -. ̂
 me- ^ p ifS» ^

The transverse momenta are both of order E m and their sum



is near zero, i.a. e+ and e"* are emitted symmetrically around

the bean. Thus we must detect electron pairs of typical

momenta of 50 Mev and emission angles of 10 mr with respect

to the beams._ Since the cross section is > 1 mb we can

avoid being swamped by strong interaction background* In

fact, such a luminosity measurement could be made with two

small shower counters and vetos to eliminate events with

large angle hadrons. One could work with luminosities of

ICr cm sec*1 and see 1000 events/sec and a background

counting rate from hadrons of only 10 - lOvsec.

We must also consider various contributions to the back-

grounds. Lepton pair production on residual gas with charge

Ze can be calculated by the substitution of 2E/& for hw/W

and a factor Z in the formula for the beam-beam pair
u • —10

production cross section. For a vacuum of 10 torr, beam
^ -2 -lcurrents of 10 amps, a luminosity of 10J-' cm sec and Z«7

this background is 0.02J&. Fair production in Inelastic pp

scattering can contribute a cross section IQfja of the signal,

however, the final state hadrons have a wide angular distribution

(< 0 > - lmr < p > — 300 Mev/c) as compared to the final state

protons in the signal reaction. One can kill this background

by detecting lepton pairs in anticoincidence with hadrons.

The contribution of p + p •* ir° + ...., v° ** v e+e~ is small

in this kinematic region (o ~ °pp61 K 2/m7r ). If, however,

it should be that the electron pair production in the
t

appropriate kinematic region suffers from some residual back-
4.' -I

ground problem one can reduce the kinematic region. This



does not substantially decrease the elastic pair production

cross section and the accuracy. For example, decreasing 6

by a factor of 3 decreases the cross section by only 25J8 while

the background should scale down as 6.

IV. Conclusion:

In this report we have discussed several methods for the

measurement of o ? and of the luminosity of colliding beams.

Certainly, in time, better methods will be suggested. The

point that must be emphasized, however, is that some of these

methods could give accuracies to the 1$ level or better under

carefully controlled circumstances.

One can measure absolute luminosities under such controlled

circumstances in order to calibrate one or more 90° telescopes.

These telescopes would then provide the luminosity monitor in

that interaction region when the physics program proceeds.

During this time the method for measuring beam attenuation

with a toroidal detector far from the interaction region could

be used to periodically monitor the relative luminosity and

thus the stability of the calibrated 90° telescopes. The

advantage of this approach is that an extensive effort with

optimal equipment could be mounted to measure the absolute

luminosity at convenient beam currents and for all beam energies

of Interest. In fact, one could employ several of the methods

suggested above to serve as a cross check. One could then

have 90° telescopes calibrated for all beam currents. These

telescopes could then be used for all experiments (some

experiments may calibrate a still more convenient monitor

with respect to the 90° telescope).



Given a sufficiently accurate calibration of the luminosity,

the total cross section and its energy dependence can be

measured to the 1$ level by several different methods (bean

attenuation, total rate, and do/dt + optical theorem) which

have different background, systematic problems and dependence

on the luminosity. A comparison of results among these

methods would be useful if such accurate cross section

measurements are to be taken at face value.



Figure Captions

Pig. 1) General layput for measurement of o. by detecting

all interactions.

Fig. 2) Details of detectors and vacuum pipe for detecting

all interactions.

Fig. 3) Detector for measuring beam attenuation by phase

locking techniques.

Fig. 4) Layout for measuring ratio of nucleon-nucleon total

cross section with stored deuterons.

Fig. 5) Configuration of beams for measuring luminosity using

high and low P intersecting beams.

Fig. 6) Diagrams of contributions t o p + p " * p + p + e++ e~:

a) Calculable reaction; b) Strong interaction background

which contributes at level of 10 of a).
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